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Suffolk – Based Nasoni OFFICIALLY LAUNCHES
SUFFOLK, Virginia (October 9, 2019) – Nasoni, and its new and innovative line
of award-winning faucets – turned – fountains, will soon be available to the
masses. To celebrate the product sale launch, they are hosting a “launch party”
on October 10, 2019 at 3:00 p.m. The event will be held at Nasoni’s
headquarters located at 7007 Harbour View Blvd., Suite 117. Mayor Linda T.
Johnson will be on hand for the event.
Nasoni fountain faucets feature all the benefits of a traditional faucet but with an
added fountain option activated by a simple lever. The fountain faucets were
inspired by the numerous cascading fountains throughout Italy (called “nasone”
for long nose). Steve Waddell, founder and Nasoni fountain faucet inventor,
aimed to reproduce the classic design into an elegant yet practical product. The
vision behind the company is to revolutionize the way people live by providing the
world’s first fountain faucet. Nasoni’s fountain faucets are designed to:
•

Assist with taking pills or vitamins

•

Rinse after brushing

•

Rinse off facial cleanser or shaving cream

•

Serve as a drinking fountain or water bottle refill station

•

Reduce waste
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•

Save water

Beginning October 22, 2019 the faucets will be available for sale for the first time
for homeowners, investors, direct resellers and anyone interested in trying out
the ground-breaking new item. For thirty days only, the faucets will be available
at a deeply discounted rate, on Kickstarter.com, the popular crowdfunding
website.
Nasoni’s award – winning faucets have been pre-produced in anticipation of the
Kickstarter sale and will be on display at the launch party for patrons to try out.
After the initial Kickstarter campaign, the faucet will only be available for sale via
Nasoni’s Manufacturer Representatives.
See here to learn more.
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